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Abstract

Inter-city highway plays an important role in modern urban life and generates sensory data with spatio-temporal
characteristics. Its current situation and future trends are valuable for vehicles guidance and transportation security
management. As a domain routine analysis, daily detection of traffic hotspots faces challenges in efficiency and
precision, because huge data deteriorates processing latency and many correlative factors cannot be fully
considered. In this paper, an ensemble-learning based method for potential traffic hotspots detection is proposed.
Considering time, space, meteorology, and calendar conditions, daily traffic volume is modeled on heterogeneous
data, and trends predictive error can be reduced through gradient boosting regression technology. Using real-
world data from one Chinese provincial highway, extensive experiments and case studies show our methods with
second-level executive latency with a distinct improvement in predictive precision.
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Introduction
With the boom of inter-city transportation, highway
plays an important role in modern urban life, and traffic
congestion issue has become one of the most serious
problems worldwide. In fact, the capacity of road net-
work has not been explored enough [1], and vehicle
guidance is imperative for officials [2] to reduce trans-
portation risk. As a typical routine analysis in domain
against that problem, traffic trend is to predict traffic
volumes at toll stations in next few days, and significant
for business to alleviate traffic congestion by dispersing
traffic flow accordingly in highway network. It has been

widely adopted to find potential hotspots of smart cities
[3]. For such analyses, heterogeneous data from multiple
sources can be employed integrally in domain nowadays.
For example, toll data from toll stations keeps time-
stamps and locations when a vehicle was entering or
exiting a station, and has the advantages of exact locality
and higher quality [4]. Besides, meteorological data and
calendric data from dedicated or public service are also
required. Implicit traffic patterns would appear periodic-
ally under specific weather conditions (e.g., heavy snow
or rain) or on different days (e.g., traditional holidays).
Such types of data are typical spatio-temporal, because
both time and space attributes have to be considered
integrally.
Such data can reflect not only current situation but

also future trends [5] accordingly. However, it faces chal-
lenges to detect potential traffic hotspots through trends
prediction due to inherent limitations in practice. On
one hand, it is hard to hold executive performance like
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low latency when data grows into a huge size. Classic
statistical models only work well on limited samples at
given spatial locations, which are not suitable for trends
prediction on massive data from multi-sources. For ex-
ample, ARIMA regression treats sensory data as time-
series, and predicts trends once at a single location [6].
Its predictive effect distinctly falls when data size grows.
On the other hand, traditional methods cannot gain suf-
ficient precision because they cannot fully cover key
characteristics synthetically. For example, time restricted
models applied in many scenes only emphasize temporal
feature using insufficient business factors. In highway
domain, besides temporal patterns from time-series, ca-
lendric impacts, spatial feature of locality (e.g., road net-
work topology) and weather conditions in specific
geographic ranges would also influence traffic trends dir-
ectly. All of them have been seldom considered simul-
taneously in current works yet. In brief, it is not easy to
find potential traffic hotspots through trends prediction
in highway domain, in views of both effectiveness and
efficiency.
In this paper, an ensemble-learning based prediction

method is proposed for potential traffic hotspots detec-
tion in highway domain. Our contributions can be con-
cluded as follows. (1) To adequately describe features on
heterogeneous data, daily traffic volume is modelled fully
considering time, space, meteorological condition, and
calendric fact. Such general characteristics are necessary
for trends prediction. (2) To improve performance and
precision of daily trends prediction for traffic hotspots
detection, an ensemble-learning model through gradient
boosting regression is built. With second-level executive
latency, it can reduce predictive error about nearly 10
percentages than traditional ways. (3) Having been eval-
uated in a practical scene, our work has convincing ben-
efits on the real-world data in extensive experiments and
case studies.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section

2 shows background including motivation and related
works; Section 3 elaborates our prediction method for
traffic hotspots detection; Section 4 demonstrates per-
formance and effects from experiments and case studies;
Section 5 summarizes conclusion.

Background
Motivation
Our work originates from Highway Big Data Analysis
System in Henan which is the most populated province
in China. The system we built has been in production
since October 2017 and is expected to improve routine
business analytics for highway management through Big
Data technologies. Operated by officers of Henan Trans-
port Department, a billion records of heterogeneous data
in recent 2 years have been imported into the system.

Take toll data for example. A record of toll data has the
structure in Table 1, which is typical spatio-temporal
and contains 12 attributes including six entity attributes,
two temporal attributes and four spatial attributes. Be-
sides, other types of data, such as daily meteorological
condition, solar and lunar calendar, and real-time license
plate recognition data, are loaded into that system.
As one significant business analytics in highway do-

main, potential traffic hotspots detection is to evaluate
and sort future traffic volumes. Here, traffic volume
counts vehicles passing a spatial point during given time
slots, and its prediction reflects traffic trends in different
granularities. The potential traffic hotspots focused in
this paper are the toll stations with top-k predictive daily
traffic volumes. With traditional ways to predict traffic
trends for the detection, toll data from sensors would be
loaded into a data warehouse at the end of a day; after
ETL (Extract, Transform, Load) step with necessary pre-
processing [7], business OLAP (Online Analytical Pro-
cessing) would be triggered to execute in the data ware-
house; when completed, predicted results are available
for business statistics and risk management. However in
practice, such prediction brings long delays (e.g., 1 week)
to release official reports due to complex processing pro-
cedure. Moreover, traditional models widely used in do-
main like classic ARIMA and wavelets do not fit well on
huge data from hundreds of stations, because their pre-
dictive errors are only qualified on limited samples at a
single location [8]. Accordingly, a novel solution is re-
quired for potential traffic hotspots detection on massive
spatio-temporal data to improve both latency and preci-
sion. It is just our original motivation for practical trans-
portation management.

Related work
For data analytics in specific domain, many works aim
to handle massive data with Big Data [9]. Potential

Table 1 Structure of toll data

Attribute Notation Type

collector_id toll collector identity Entity

vehicle_license vehicle identity Entity

vehicle_type vehicle type Entity

card_id vehicle passing card identity Entity

etc_id vehicle ETC card identity Entity

etc_cpu_id ETC card chip identity Entity

entry_time vehicle entry timestamp Time

exit_time vehicle exit timestamp Time

entry_station identity of entry station Space

entry_lane lane number of entry station Space

exit_station identity of exit station Space

exit_lane lane number of exit station Space
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hotspots detection is significant nowadays in many busi-
ness domains, but still faces challenges in efficiency and
precision. We would divide related works into two tech-
nical perspectives from hotspots detection and traffic
trends prediction.
From the first perspective of hotspots detection, many

solutions are proposed in domains like environmental
monitoring, mobile communication, and transportation
security analytics. It is imperative to find hotspots in
modern urban life for better risk management and emer-
gency response. On traffic signal data and air quality
monitoring data in southern Brazil, relation analysis
model is proposed [10] to identify pollution hotspots
with main factors. By mapping spatial distribution of
black carbon and PM2.5 to focused regions, strong rela-
tionship is observed with junctions managed by traffic
signals. However, as a traditional statistical way, such
model cannot hold effectiveness when huge data is
imported. For transportation risk management, a Tobit
model is developed [11] to identify potential hotspots of
crash incidents. By relating urban grid-cell and influence
factors, crash costs of pedestrian, including injury sever-
ity and exposure indicators, are modelled and ranked
through Big Data technology. Although safety improve-
ment is achieved, the solution as a post analytic on inci-
dents data is not suitable for accumulated data condition
(e.g., toll data in highway). Continuous response is often
required for routine and crucial business like situation
risky management. In analogous idea, an expert system
is built [12] to visualize potential areas with a high dens-
ity of incidents or risky situations. Besides inherent limi-
tations discussed above, centralized data storage for its
global repository restricts analytical performance due to
non-scalable physical capacities. To find potential con-
gestion hotspots, a complex network model is presented
[13] to forecast scenarios and improve traffic control.
But as an idealized concept model, it is hard to imple-
ment with interpretability and cannot be adapted in-
stantly under fluctuant traffic conditions. In fact,
hotspots detection through predictive volume trends is
popular in mobile communication domain. Like [14, 15],
traffic hotspots of mobile network are found among
urban cells by dynamic data volume distribution. Al-
though their queuing models are not appropriate in
highway domain due to different business semantics, the
basic idea of evaluating volume trends inspires our work
in this paper. By predicted traffic trends on heteroge-
neous spatio-temporal data, a detection method for po-
tential traffic hotspots in highway domain is proposed in
this paper, which can hold low latency and low predict-
ive errors than traditional ways.
From the second perspective of traffic trends predic-

tion, current works can be classified into three types,
each of which has its own advantages and disadvantages.

First, by exploiting combinatorial dependencies among
multivariable factors, linear models could improve pre-
dictive precision [1]. For example, through time series
model, temporal characteristics of traffic volume are
studied for traffic trends prediction [16]. By referring a
time lag function, an extended ARIMA model is defined
[17] to improve predictive accuracy on the traffic volume
data. However, such offline methods would be disturbed
by imperfect records especially for continuous data. In a
real-time scene, extended Kalman-filtering model [18]
and ARIMA+ [6] are employed for macroscopic and
single-location traffic trends prediction respectively. Due
to computational complexity with vectors or matrixes,
such methods require too much time to tune parametric
weights to guarantee executive performance. Second,
non-linear models are also widely investigated due to its
flexible feature presentation. To improve accuracy,
wavelet model [19] and time delay neural network
through genetic algorithm [20, 21] are used for traffic
volume prediction. But they focus on short-term trends
within 30min and cannot be applied directly for longer
periods like 1 day due to different temporal granularity.
Moreover, most of them could only achieve values for
limited locations in a prediction execution. Third, know-
ledge discovery methods through machine learning are
popular owing to their high precision. Based on decision
tree, a model is proposed [22] to estimate travel-time in
Prague on surveillance camera data. It is suitable for data
condition in low density, but its calculation with mul-
tiple scans and sorts would require too long latency to
endure. Modern deep learning algorithms, such as
Spatio-Temporal Semi-Supervised Learning (ST-SSL)
[23], Residual Recurrent Graph Neural Networks [24],
Convolutional Neural Network [25], and Attention-
based Graph Convolutional Network [26], are also pre-
sented with pretty good predictive precision. They
achieve good results in some fields like multi-media
[27], however two main limitations restrict their wide
adoption in practice for highway domain. On the one
hand, such black-box models lack business interpret-
ation for business technicians [4]. On the other hand,
their executive latency, especially during training phase,
is too long for instant response in highway management.
As a machine learning model, our work holds high pre-
dictive precision. Besides, it promotes the model’s inter-
pretability to build a feature vector of daily traffic trends,
considering multiple business characteristics from het-
erogeneous data. Meanwhile, latency of a prediction exe-
cution is second-level and feasible enough in practical
highway.
In brief, potential traffic hotspots detection in highway

domain still faces challenges to guarantee low latency
and high predictive precision on massive data. Accord-
ingly, we introduce our novel detection method fully
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considering spatio-temporal characteristics on heteroge-
neous data with efficient trends prediction algorithm.

Traffic hotspot detection through daily trends
prediction
Methodology
In highway domain, potential traffic hotspots can be found
by evaluating recent traffic trends. Traffic trend could be
depicted in different temporal or spatial granularity, such
as that of short-term, long-term, single section, multiple
sections, and so on. In this paper, we focus on traffic hot-
spots through daily trends defined below.
Definition 1:Traffic trends of daily traffic volume.

The traffic trends are presented as the daily predictive
traffic volumes at specific locations L in next few days D.
Here, L is the set of toll stations in highway network,
and D is a set of consecutive dates in future since the
current day d0.
Accordingly, potential traffic hotspots can be defined

as follows.
Definition 2: Potential traffic hotspots. Based on

Definition 1, the potential traffic hotspots in a day d ∈ D
is the locations L’ which have top-K traffic volumes in
descending order from traffic trends at any location l∈ L
in d. Here, K∈ ℤ+, L’ ⊆ L.
Our method for potential traffic hotspots through

trends prediction is proposed as Fig. 1. Four main parts
are included in this framework.
Input data layer loads required data in for hotspots

detection. Raw online toll records are received continu-
ously through a message broker, and then aggregated as
traffic volume data into No-SQL database. The pre-
processing including data cleaning and aggregative

calculation can be referred in our previous works [4, 28].
External calendar and meteorology data are extracted
periodically from Web API of dedicated data sources,
and then stored into a relational database. Besides, busi-
ness basic data, such as profiles of station, section and
highway line, has been imported in that relational data-
base. On such heterogeneous data, the feature of traffic
volume is modeled by feature modeling module. With
the feature, hotspot detection module adopts GBRT
(Gradient Boost Regression Tree) technology to build an
ensemble-learning model after algorithmic parameters
tuning. Daily traffic trends would be predicted by the
trained model, written into the relational database, and
used to find potential hotspots after sorting procedures.
The visualized potential hotspots would be presented in
an online map of application module.
In practice, our method as a routine analysis would be

triggered to execute once a day at 12:00 a.m. on the data
of recent 4 months, and output traffic trends for next
30 days. In each of those days, potential hotspots can be
found interactively. In fact, although discussed in a spe-
cific domain, our method would be general in many
scenes where recent trends of aggregative values (e.g.,
traffic volume here) are to be predicted on heteroge-
neous spatio-temporal data (e.g., toll data, meteoro-
logical data, and calendric data here).

Feature modelling
As the framework of our method in Fig. 1, potential hot-
spots are found by evaluating the trends of traffic vol-
umes. Accordingly, traffic volume is the key ingredient
for estimation and has to be modelled properly. Because
traffic is always bi-direction at a toll station in highway

Fig. 1 Framework of our method
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network, daily traffic volume can be formally defined as
follows, inspired by the spatio-temporal attributes in
Table 1.
Definition 3: Daily exit (entry) traffic volume. Daily

exit (entry) traffic volume presented as xTFd
l ( nTFd

l )
counts the volume of vehicles V exiting (entering) toll
station l ∈ L in a day d.
Traffic volume is the exit one by default if no other

emphasis. The exit traffic volume rather than the entry
one is the main focus in domain because tolls would be
charged only when vehicles exiting a station. From elab-
orative observation, we found the traffic volumes of a
certain station correlate with dimensions of time (e.g.,
recent values at this station), space (e.g., values at adja-
cent stations), date (e.g., workday or not), and weather
(e.g., extreme condition or not). Accordingly, the feature
vector of exit traffic volume can be defined then.
Definition 4: Feature vector of exit traffic volumes.

In any day d∈D, the feature of exit traffic volumes is a
vector Vd = (Xd, Yd). Yd ¼ ðxTFd

1 ; xTF
d
2 ;…; xTFd

l ; …;

xTFd
LÞ is the exit traffic volumes at any toll station l ∈ L.

Xd ¼ ðXd
1 ;X

d
2 ;…; Xd

l ;…; Xd
L Þ, whose component is the

characteristics at l in continuous days: Xd
l ¼ ðWd

l ;Dd;

xTFd−1
l ;…; xTFd−i

l ;…; xTFd−θþ1
l ; nTFd−1

l
0
1

; …; nTFd−1
l
0
j
;

…; nTFd−1
l
0
η−1

Þ, i = 0..θ-1, j = 1..η-1, θ∈ ℤ+, η∈ ℤ+. Four di-

mensions exist in Xd
l : the first Wd

l ∈f0; 1g is weather cat-
egory at location l in day d; the second part Dd ∈ {0, 1, 2}
is date category of day d; the third is exit traffic volumes
at l in previous θ days; the fourth is entry traffic volumes
in day d-1 at η-1 upstream dependent stations l’1, l’2, ...,
l’η-1. These factors are illustrated in details below.

(1). In the first meteorological dimension, extreme
weather condition must be distinguished from the
normal ones on meteorology data. In extreme
weather condition, traffic in highway would be
strictly controlled even closed by officials
considering drivers’ safety. Raw meteorology data of
counties and cities has been loaded as the form Wd

l
(visibility, rain, temperature(low, high), wind, snow)
at l ∈ L in d. According to domain standard [29],
extreme weather (i.e., Wd

l =1) can be defined as
follows.

Wd
l ¼

1; i fððvisibilityjrainjsnowÞ:level≥2Þ
orððwindjtemperatureÞ:level≥3Þ;

0; otherwise:

8
<

:

(2). In the second calendric dimension, holidays and
weekends are differentiated from others according
to solar and lunar calendars. In such days, traffic at
stations of tourist areas would burst because much

more private cars pass for tourism. Accordingly, for
a given date d, Dd is presented as follows.

Dd ¼
1; if d is a weekend;
2; if d is a holiday;
0; otherwise:

8
<

:

(3). In the third temporal dimension of Xd, traffic
volumes in recent θ-1 days at station l are
considered, which reflects time series characteristic.
In the temporal dimension of Yd, traffic volumes of
day d at any location in are concerned.

(4). In the spatial dimension of Xd, entry traffic volumes
in day d at η-1 upstream dependent stations are
considered. Here, an upstream dependent
location of l is such a station l’j whose entry traffic
volume influences the exit one at l. It can be found
in ascending order by sorting absolute differences
between cartographic distance (l, l’j) and vehicles’
average mileage at l. It just depicts the spatio-
temporal correlation in trips from l’j to l according
to highway network topology. The details can be
found in our previous work [4].

For consistent presentation, the ranges of all the scalar
values have to be normalized as [0..1] by common Mean
Normalization. Such normalization can reduce the inter-
ference by the dominating features with large range.

Trends prediction and potential hotspots detection
To predict traffic trends through the features we defined,
an ensemble-learning model based on GBRT (Gradient
Boosting Regression Tree) is designed in this section.
GBRT combines weak models into a stronger one by it-
erative stages to improve predictive accuracy with an ar-
bitrary loss function.
According to business habits for evaluation, least-

square regression is adopted as loss function Lf, where
the goal is to find a model F by minimizing mean

squared error 1
N

PN

i¼1
ðbyi−yiÞ . Here, following Definition 4,

for an input x (i.e., a feature vector), y is the actual value
of ground truth, and ŷ ¼ FðxÞ is the predicted output on
training set with size N. At each stage m, 1 ≤m ≤M, a
weak model Fm is to fit residual hm(x) to y-Fm-1(x) by
gradient boosting. That is, each Fm attempts to correct
the errors of its predecessor model Fm-1. Therefore, the
ensemble-learning model can be described as the
optimization problem as follows.

minF

XN

j¼0
Lf y j; Fm−1 x j

� �þ hm xj;φm

� �� �
þΩ hmð Þ

Fm Xð Þ ¼ Fm−1 Xð Þ þ hm X;φmð Þ ðs:tÞ
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FM Xð Þ ¼
XM

m¼1

hm X;φmð Þ

Here, xj∈X is Xd and yj∈Y is Yd respectively in Defin-
ition 4; φm is parameter of weak model Fm in mth iter-
ation, and FM is the final ensemble model. Besides the
loss function Lf, optimization goal includes Ω(hm(x))
~ (Fm_depth, Fm_shrinkage), which is the regularization
part restricted by depth and shrinkage rate of base trees.
For such regularization, we refer the concepts in
XGBoost [30]: tree depth controls model complexity
(i.e., the degree of model can fit); shrinkage rate is a
small extent to slow down the learning for a new base
tree.
Therefore, prediction model can be trained as the pro-

cedure in Table 2 with multiple algorithmic parameters:
vector temporal dimensionality θ, vector spatial dimen-
sionality |L|, size of upstream dependent locations (i.e.,
spatial neighbour number) η, tree size (i.e., iterative
number), maximal tree depth p, tree shrinkage r, and
training set size N (i.e., size of historical days).
When the algorithm is completed, a regression model

would be trained on historical data of previous N days.
To initiate the model, F0(X) is generated by constant
values in line 1 for any Yd ∈Y. After computing residuals
in the lines 3–5, a base tree hm(X) as a weak model is
found to fit Xd with those residuals in iterations. To find
an approximation that minimizes average value of loss
function Lf and regularization Ω, weight γm is achieved
in line 6. Here, the regularization of base trees is con-
trolled by parameters p and r. The model then incre-
mentally expands itself by adding new weighted tree
γmhm(X) as line 8. At last, the final model FM(X) as an

ensemble of M base trees (i.e., after M iterations) is
returned like line 10.
Through the trained model FM, according to X0 of fea-

ture V0 in the current day, daily trends at any toll station
in the next day d∈D (i.e., D is prediction range) can be
found from corresponding predictive Yd. After these
traffic trends are predicted, potential traffic hotspots de-
tection is triggered to execute as the procedure in Fig. 2.
For any d ∈ D, there are multiple on-premise top-K
queries to find toll stations as hotspots after sorting traf-
fic volumes in descending order. The time complexity of
hotspots detection is O(|L| * log(|L|) * |D|) when Quick
Sorting algorithm is adopted for sorting here.

Evaluation
Settings
In the project mentioned in Section 2.1, our method is
evaluated by extensive experiments and case studies. Five
Acer AR580 F2 rack servers via Citrix XenServer 6.2 are
utilized to build a private Cloud, each of which own 8 pro-
cessors (Intel Xeon E5–4607 2.20GHz), 64 GB RAM and
80 TB storage. To maintain raw toll data and aggregative
traffic volume data of input data layer as Fig. 1, three
virtual machines of the Cloud form a HBase 1.6.0 cluster,
each of which owns 4 cores CPU, 22GB RAM and 700
GB storage. In the practical scene of Henan highway, toll
data from 343 toll stations (i.e., |L| = 343) would generate
1.5 million records a day. Another one of virtual machines
(4 cores CPU, 8 GB RAM and 200 GB storage installing
CentOS 6.6 x86_64 operating system) is used to install
MySQL 5.6.17 as the relational database for both business
profiles (station, section and highway line) and external
data (i.e., calendar and meteorology data). The modules of
feature modeling, hotspots detection and application are

Table 2 Model training to predict daily traffic trends
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also implemented on that machine with Oracle JDK 1.7.0,
an application server Apache Tomcat, and an open source
machine learning toolkit scikit-learn 0.21.3.
As a routine business analysis on heterogeneous his-

torical data of recent 120 days (i.e., N = 120), our detec-
tion method is triggered to execute at 12:00 a.m. each
day and get the results for next 30 days (i.e., D = 30).
More than 300 toll station is involved in this data (i.e.,
|L| ~ 300). All those results would be written to a dedi-
cated table of HBase. According to the conclusion in our
previous work [4], vector parameters θ = 10 and η = 4.
To evaluate prediction effects, three metrics are

adopted as follows.
Definition 5: Prediction metrics. Three terms of

predictive error are used for experimental evaluation.
The first is absolute percentage error (abbr. APE) de-
fined as Eq. 1; the second is mean absolute percent-
age error (abbr. MAPE) as Eq. 2; the third is median
absolute percentage error (abbr. MDAPE) as Eq. 3.
Here, at a toll station in a given day, xi and xi’ are re-
spectively the factual value and the corresponding
predictive one, where i ∈ℕ is the sequential index.
APE is discrete values of any pair of xi and xi’; MAPE
and MDAPE are aggregative statistics of those values
respectively.

APEi ¼
xi−x

0
i

�
�

�
�

xi
�100% ð1Þ

MAPE ¼ 1
N

XN

i¼1

xi−x
0
i

�
�

�
�

xi
�100% ð2Þ

MDAPE ¼ median APEð Þ: ð3Þ
Then, our method is evaluated in three parts: algorith-

mic parameters tuning, trends prediction, and hotspots
detection case studies.

Parameters tuning and traffic trends prediction
As the design of Section 3, a traffic trends prediction
model would be trained with proper algorithmic param-
eters: tree size (i.e., iterative number) M, maximal tree
depth d, and tree shrinkage (i.e., learning rate) r. Here,
M, d ∈ℕ, and r ∈ℝ+. In practice, the model has to be re-
trained periodically (e.g., once a day, a week, or a month)
to fit recent trends better. Depth parameter d has upper
bound 6 [31], and is set median 3 constantly here to
trade-off model complexity and tree-structure split effi-
ciency. A following experiment is designed first to find
proper parameters of the model.

Experiment 1: parameters tuning
The traffic volumes data from April to July of 2017 is
employed as training set, and that of August 2017 is
adopted as validation set for the prediction model. Be-
sides such business data, meteorology data and calendar
data of corresponding days are imported to build feature
vectors of Definition 4 through Hadoop MapReduce.
After setting θ = 10, η = 4, D = 30, and d = 3 as men-
tioned before, we want to find proper pairs of M and r
for the model. Parameter M is set as 500, 1000, 2000,
2500, 3000 and 5000 respectively, and r is set as 0.005,
0.01, 0.05, 0.1 and 0.5 then. Under each combination of
M and r on the training set, the executive time of a pre-
diction and metric MAPE between predictive values and
ground truth would be counted in average. A specific lo-
cation Zhengzhou South, one of toll stations with heavi-
est traffic in Henan province, is chosen for evaluation.
The results are illustrated as Fig. 3. We found execu-

tive time of our method rises when M grows from Fig. 3
(a). Such longer latency appears because larger M im-
plies more iterations, more base trees, and much execu-
tive time. Contrarily, the latency is insensitive to r:
under the same M, executive times here present few dif-
ferences when r grows ten-fold. With a small depth d =
3 regardless of r, all base trees split quickly. From Fig. 3
(b), when M grows, metric MAPE with different r drops
distinctly, keeps steady, and even grows then. Over-
fitting appears when M is too large. Referring to the la-
tency in Fig. 3 (a), the combination of M = 3000 and r =

Fig. 2 Potential traffic hotspots detection
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0.5 is appropriate because precision is in a steadily high
level with the latency less than 4 s. It just reflects the
trade-off between efficiency and effectiveness for trends
prediction.
Then, another experiment is conducted to show the

precision of traffic trends prediction through the trained
model (i.e., M = 3000, d = 3, r = 0.5, N = 120, and D = 30).
In order to quantitatively evaluate predictive effects of
our model (abbr., GBRT), three variants and two other
models are also implemented for comparison in hotspot
detection module of Fig. 1. According to Definition 4,
GBRTw does not consider meteorological dimension,
GBRTd abandons calendric dimension, and GBRTwd is a
variant without both dimensions of meteorology and cal-
endar. Moreover, on the same training set and validation
set as the experiment above, ARIMA (Auto-Regressive
Integrated Moving Average) as a linear model and SVR
(Support-Vector Regression) as a non-linear model are
employed as additional counterparts. For the former
one, the model [6] is adopted as ARIMA (p, d, q), where
algorithmic parameter p is autoregressive size, q is num-
ber of moving average size, and d is steps number for
stationary differences. This model is tuned with the opti-
mal parameters p = 2, d = 1 and q = 3. For the latter one,

the model [32] is adopted as SVR (kernel, C, ε), where al-
gorithmic parameter kernel is kernel function, C is pen-
alty of errors, and ε specifies epsilon-tube distance. This
model is tuned with the parameters kernel = ‘rbf’, C =
500, and ε = 0.8 accordingly.

Experiment 2: predictive effects
The data of September 2017 is employed as test set for
our trained model and five counterparts above during
traffic trends prediction. Through each model in a pre-
diction for all locations in the highway network, execu-
tive latencies are counted, and metrics APE, MAPE and
MDAPE at the toll station Zhengzhou South are calcu-
lated after the finish of prediction procedures.
Predictive effects are illustrated as Fig. 4 and Table 3:

the figure shows predictive effects in 30 days; the table
presents executive latency and aggregative precision by
the metrics of MAPE and MDAPE. We found our
method performs best in time consumption with rela-
tively low predictive errors. (1) All six models can ap-
proximate daily traffic trends in the whole month, and
GBRT with its variants drop predictive errors about 10%
than the other twos. ARIMA and SVR perform a similar
order of magnitude in predictive precision. As Fig. 4(a),

Fig. 3 Parameters tuning

Fig. 4 Predictive effects
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traffic bursting and shrinkage can be presented by all
those models but with more fluctuation. As Fig. 4 (b)
and Table 3, such predictive effects are acceptable. In
Table 3, GBRT and its variants reduce MAPE distinctly
than SVR or ARIMA, which comes from multiple
dimensions on heterogeneous data for prediction. On
single type data of traffic volumes, ARIMA merely un-
covers one dimensional time-series and SVR gets inex-
plicable temporal and spatial feature jointly. Without
heterogeneous data both models would lose much infor-
mation about spatio-temporal business correlation. (2)
GBRT and its variants have the evident advantages in
executive latency. They cost less than 10 s due to fast
convergence of the algorithm as Table 2, while the coun-
terparts require almost one minute correspondingly.
Moreover, during a prediction, GBRT and its variants
can achieve predictive values of all locations, but others
work only for a single one. It makes our method more
practical and efficient in domain analytics. (3) Among
the variants, GBRTw and GBRT have better precision
than others. GBRTw performs a little better in MAPE
because no extreme weather in days of test set leads

more efficient calculation. In executive performance per-
spective, more dimensions a model considers, much
time it would consume. It is the reason that GBRT re-
quires longer latency than its variants. However, the la-
tency increment is no more than 1.5 s and is worthy to
get better predictive precision. In summary, our method
performs well in performance and holds a high precision
in traffic trends prediction.

Case study of potential hotspots detection
We then evaluate potential hotspots detection in two
case studies via our system mentioned in Section 2.1.
One is an overview effects, and the other is statistics in
multiple perspectives.

Case 1
Figure 5 is parts of the index page in our system, and
two maps are included. The left is an administrative
map of Henan province, where heat degree of cities is
presented in colors. The right is a map of provincial city
Zhengzhou with surrounding toll stations, where heat
degree of stations is presented in colored bubbles. Data
of current day is employed and the potential hotspot sta-
tions of the next day are available here.
The heat degrees of both maps in Fig. 5 are evaluated

by the exit traffic volume of Definition 4. Heat degree of
a city in the left map is the sum of traffic volumes at the
toll stations located in that city. According to quantities
of traffic volumes, the heats are presented in different

Table 3 Efficiency and precision

GBRT GBRTw GBRTd GBRTwd ARIMA SVR

MAPE(%) 27.38 25.94 29.43 26.93 49.930 52.34

MDAPE(%) 23.89 24.61 28.21 25.91 46.21 52.27

Latency(s) 9.34 8.82 8.66 7.92 41.26 50.18

Fig. 5 Potential hotspots overview
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colors. We found the central north city Zhengzhou, the
provincial city of Henan, has the largest amount in
blue color. In an interactive fashion, after clicking a
city in the left map, we can find a detailed map of
that city in the right. City Zhengzhou is shown by de-
fault as the right map in Fig. 5, where ten more toll
stations are located in its peripheral. The potential
traffic hotspots are displayed here in colored bubbles.
The darker the red color of a toll station is, the hot-
ter of this station would be. We can directly find fu-
ture trends that east of Zhengzhou would be busy in
the next day, because two of toll stations in east are
top level of potential hotspots. On daily traffic trends
at toll stations surrounding Zhengzhou, such result of
potential hotspots is from a top-K query where K =
10. In interactive maps with visualization, our method
for potential traffic hotspots is directly accessible for
business technicians.

Case 2
Figure 6 is parts of daily situation in a statistical page. In
four perspectives, toll stations of potential traffic hot-
spots are presented in bar charts. Historical data of
June–August 2017 is employed here.
As parts of a historical statistics page, potential traf-

fic hotspots for 1st September 2017 are showed in
four perspectives as Fig. 6. Each of them is from a re-
spective top-K query where K = 10. The first one is
from the daily traffic trends on toll data of all types
of vehicles at stations in Henan province. The second
and the third are on data of passenger cars and
freight carriages respectively. The fourth one is on
data of ETC vehicles. That is, with queries of traffic
trends on specific data, potential hotspots of custom-
ized requirements would be built by our method with
visualization, without much professional programing
knowledge. Moreover, compared with ground truth
data in the next day, the results here fit factual values
well. It proves the feasibility and effectiveness of our
method in practice.

Conclusion
In this paper, a novel ensemble-learning method is pro-
posed for potential traffic hotspots detection in highway
domain. On heterogeneous spatio-temporal data, such as
toll data, meteorological data and calendric data, traffic
volume feature is built integrally considering characteris-
tics about time, space, weather, and date factors at sta-
tions of highway network. Through gradient boosting
regression technology, low executive latency is kept and
meanwhile predictive error can be improved distinctly
than traditional models for traffic trends prediction. In
extensive experiments and case studies through our
method on real data of one Chinese province, the time
consumption is hold in less than 5 s with nearly 10%
precision improvement. Potential hotspots detection of
multiple perspectives is done by interactive online map
with visualization.
Due to fluctuant predictive precision on some special

holidays, daily traffic trends in those periods have to be
improved next. In our future work, such precision may
perform better with larger training set and dedicated fea-
ture of fine-grained attributes accordingly.
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